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Farming season is on our hand and we have not been back on using it effectively. On our plan we agreed 

on farming different crops in this season. Both cash crops and family use crops. 

Sesame have been a sole cash crop in this season. It has been the first time to farm this crop, even the area 

to farm it was still new and it required collective effort to clear it down. 

We began to clear down the bush on February this year. It was a bit late to manage clearing 15 acres but 

final we managed to get the area.  

With sesame farm we have planted and the first plot we begun planting grows very well. In saving cost 

we used most of our own labor (employed labor) for planting and few paid labor to complement the 

planting process.  

The chances that we will have to replant sesame is very narrow, most of it grew and is still growing. The 

last plot we finished planting is growing.  

On weeding process the responsible man in each acre will have to reduce the number of seedling upto 

three in each hole. 

Not so far from now we will have to start weeding for it to perfume well. 
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On the side of family farm/ kid’s farm we did maize, beans, millet and sunflower on the way. 

To begin with maize. 

Our maize plot covered four acres.  We planted this plot as early as very early March. But the germination 

was not as good as we expected.  We replanted again in mid-March but the rain were very scarce and the 

germination was not good again. We ended replanting again early April. The last replanting was done on 

the holy week approaching Easter. We had to resort using our own labor as our allocated budget could not 

support planting three times.  Right now the maize plot is just doing well. 

 

(First planting session) 

 

(Second replanting) 
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(Third replanting session) 

 

 

(The current maize farm outlook) 

Much as we are surrounded by the cattle keeper’s conflict of interest arises often. We have had a problem 

of cattle entering in our farm and destroying some of our farm plots. In the past weeks this happened but 

we warned the owner not to allow cattle coming again  
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The second crop was millet. 

Our millet farm in located at Mango farm. We planted in the lines between trees. The millet is growing 

well and the weeding has just commenced. 
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The third been a beans plot. 

We have outsourced two kind of beans. They are both planted and the germination is going on well. The 

plots allocated for beans are far and they are separated from each one.  The process of planting beans was 

done on good Thursday and good Friday. However, the grass in this plot had begun to grow at very fast, it 

was at first place cultivated by tractor but we had to redo by hoe as the grass were big. The ran shortage 

of fund to do by tractor for the second time hence the only chance was to redo and plant on the same time 
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 (Beans plot A) 
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(Beans plot B) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The last plot is on sunflower.  

This plot is still on the process of finishing clearing the shrubs. Labor shortage especially this time around 

has been a great set back leading to the delays of completion.But we hope by the end of this coming 

week, it will be done and planting will commence right away. 
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An additional farm came along the way. The area around houses had been covered by fast growing grass 

and it had become a threat. The best decision was the dig and clear around and make the surrounding 

clear and safe. With the cooperation of our workers, this became possible. It is in this way we got a big 

open plot which we could use it for economic purpose. SAT is working with farmers on some kind of 

beans, I decided to plant this kind of beans in this area. These beans have growing and they seem to be 

performing well. We will observe how they will perform. 
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The area with banana is the one in this section. 
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